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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes several features to improve a baseline percep-
tual audio coder. Block switching increases the fidelity of encod-
ing signals with transients, Mid/Side encoding reduces the number
of bits required to encode a signal by reducing interchannel redun-
dancy, and Huffman encoding decreases overall file size by store a
more highly compressed mantissa that uses a look up table.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe several improvements to a baseline per-
ceptual audio coder. This baseline coding scheme uses a simple
psychoacoustic model based on FFT analysis of audio signals to
compute masking curves and allocate bits to reduce the store re-
quirements of PCM audio files. A 1024-length MDCT is used to
represent audio signals in the frequency domain where block float-
ing point quantization is used to represent the audio. This baseline
coder sounds reasonable at high bit rates, but suffers on transients
due to the long window length.

Our improved coder uses transient detection and a variable
window length to increase the time resolution when there are tran-
sients. This block-switching greatly increases the the perceptual
quality of the audio coding. In order for our audio coder to be
useful, we also need to achieve better compression ratios than the
baseline coder. For this, we implemented stereo coding and Huff-
man coding to decrease the total number of bits required to acheive
the same audio quality as the baseline coder.

2. BLOCK SWITCHING

The block switching routine was modeled after the routine used
in Dolby AC-3 [1]. It consists of a transient detection algorithm
which informs a window switching sequence. The routine oper-
ates on three blocks of data—the block presently to be encoded
(block 2), the previous block (block 1), and the next block (block
3), which acts as lookahead. Each block is 512 samples long.

2.1. Transient Detection

On each pass, the transient detector looks for transients in block
3 (the lookahead block). The reasons for this are discussed in the
sections below. The transient detector works by first concatenating
block 2 with block 3, to allow for comparison. This 1024-sample
block of data is high-passed using a 20th-order Butterworth filter
with cutoff frequency of 8 kHz. The high-passed data is split into
128-sample segments, and a new array is constructed containing
the peak values of each of these segments.

Two steps are now performed to determine the presence of a
transient. First, the second-half of the peak-value array (corre-
sponding to the peaks in block 3) are compared to a hard-coded
threshold level. If all the values are beneath the threshold, it is de-
termined that no transient is present in block 3 and the detection
routine ends. If at least one value is above the threshold, the ra-
tios between consecutive peaks are then calculated (this is why we
used block 2 with block 3—to calculate the ratio between the last
peak in block 2 with the first peak in block 3). If one of the ratios
is above another hard-coded threshold level, it is determined that
a transient is present. In other words, if one of the peaks in block
3 is both above a threshold level and significantly larger than the
peak in the previous segment, it is assumed to be a transient.

If a transient is detected in block 3, it is flagged. On the next
pass, this flag is transferred to block 2 (because block 3 becomes
block 2). Thus, at all times we are aware of the presence of a
transient in all three blocks.

2.2. Transient Detection Results

The transient detector was run apart from the coder on several of
the SQAM samples to examine its efficacy. Several of these results
are shown in the figure 1. The locations of the detected transients
in each signal are marked with red dots.

As seen above, the transient detector is highly effective in suc-
cessfully identifying transients in several of the SQAM samples.
It identifies all 43 hits in the castanets sample, 9/10 in the glocken-
spiel sample, and 7/9 in the harpsichord sample. On the German
male speaker sample, it identifies 2 transients, which are likely
false positives (although this depends on what you consider to be
a transient), but which is still impressive given the nature of the
sample.

2.3. Windows

Four windows—long, short, start, and stop—are used in the rou-
tine, as seen in figure 2. All four are variations of the sine window.
The long window is 1024 samples long, and the short window is
256 samples long. The start window consists of the first half of
a long window (512 samples) and second half of a short window
(128 samples). The stop window consists of the first half of a short
window (128 samples) and second half of a long window (512
samples). Thus, both the start and stop windows are 640 sam-
ples long. The window sequence—long–start–short–stop–long—
allows for perfect reconstruction during transitions by overlapping
equal-sized halves of the windows. The second half of a long win-
dow overlaps with the first half of a start window (512 samples),
the second half of a start window overlaps with the first half of
a short window (128 samples), the second half of a short window
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overlaps with the first half of a stop window (128 samples), and the
second half of a stop window overlaps with the first half of a long
window (512 samples). This overlapping can be seen in figure 3.

2.4. Block Switching Sequence

As mentioned, each pass in the main loop of the coder contains
three blocks of data—the current block to be encoded (block 2),
the prior already-encoded block (block 1), and the block to be en-
coded on the next pass (block 3). The transient detector looks for
transients in block 3, and knowledge of transients in blocks 1 and 2
is already present from prior passes. The reason for detecting tran-
sients one block early is to allow for ample time to capture the tran-
sient with short windows; the progression of the window sequence
requires a minimum of three blocks. If a transient is detected in
block 3, the coder knows to use a start transition window in block
2 so that short windows can be used to encode block 2 (containing
the transient) on the following pass. On this second pass, the coder
again looks for transients in the new block 3. If one is not detected,
the coder will switch to a stop window on the following pass. The
net result of this process is shown in figure 4. Alternatively, if a
transient is detected in block 3 on the third pass (the block follow-
ing the first block containing a transient) then the coder will con-
tinue with short windows instead of switching to a stop window.
This process can continue indefinitely (although consecutive tran-
sient blocks is relatively rare in most music signals). A sequence
containing two consecutive blocks with transients is shown in fig-
ure 4. A third situation is one in which a blocking containing a
transient is followed by one without, which is followed by another
block with a transient. In this case, the coder knows to use a stop
window after the first transient block immediately followed by a
start window to allow the second transient to be properly captured
by short windows. This sequence is depicted in figure 4.

3. MID-SIDE ENCODING

When an input file is exactly two channels, our improved coder
supports stereo encoding. In the baseline coder, each audio chan-
nel is processed independently. When two channels are provided
to the improved coder, we can take advantage of possible redun-
dancy between stereo channels by encoding with a mid-side tech-
nique to decrease the required number of bits to store an audio file
without any lose of quality [2, 3, 4].

Left and Right audio signals can be converted to Mid and Side
signals adding and subtracting the signals as in

Mid =
Left + Right

2
(1)

Side =
Left − Right

2
,

and can be losselessly converted back to Left and Right signals by

Left = Mid + Side (2)
Right = Mid − Side .

When the Left and Right signals are highly coherent and there
is redundancy between the channels, converting to Mid/Side cuts
down the data requirement as the difference of the channels—the
Side signal—will be very small.

3.1. Modifications to Psychoacoustic Model

In our audio coder, we decide to encode L/R or M/S signals based
on level differences in each Bark band in each data frame. In each
critical band of the MDCT representation of the Left and Right
channels, that band’s signal will be encoded as a Mid/Side signal
if they are on average within 3dB of each other. Figure 5 shows
the MDCT of a signal that is duplicated in two channels, with an
extra sinusoidal component present in only one channel. The sec-
ond part of this figure shows the same data if it is encoded as a
M/S signal rather than as Left and Right. Due to the natures of
this test signal, the Mid channel stores the same data as the Left
and Right signals with the exception of the sinusoidal component
that only appears in one channel—that data is encoded in the Side
(difference) channel.

We choose to encode M/S signals on a critical-by-critical band
basis, which means that in this test signal, we would only choose
to encode the frequency ranges where the signals are very similar
in both channels. Figure 6 shows signal-to-masking ratios (SMR)
for Left/Right, Mid/Side, and a composite L/M R/S signal. The
colored bars behind the composite SMR

Additionally, when we store M/S signals, we must also update
our masking curves to take into account binaural masking effects.
In the baseline coder, the masking thresholds are created by finding
peaks in a Sine windowed FFT of the signal and adding maskers
centered around those found frequencies by the following set of
equations:

masker(z∆, LM ) =


0, − 1

2
≤ z∆ ≤

1
2

−27(|z∆| −
1
2

), z∆ < − 1
2

−27 + 0.37 max(LM − 40, 0)(|z∆| −
1
2

), z∆ > 1
2

,

(3)

where z∆ is the center frequency of a critical band in Barks and
LM is the SPL of the masker in dB. To compute the masking
curves for M/S signals, we use the same formula calculated on the
Mid and Side channels, but also take an extra masking threshold
into account. This extra masking function (MLD) is displayed in
figure 7. The final masking curve for an M/S signal is determined
by

THRM = max (THRM,min (THRS,THRS ∗ MLD)) (4)
THRS = max (THRS,min (THRM,THRM ∗ MLD)) .

This extra step biases the bit allocation to allocated extra bits to
low frequencies and in any case where the M/S encoding is likely
to expose extra perceptual artifacts if there are not enough bits
allocated to mask them. In order to see any gains from the stereo
coding, we also modified the bit allocation routine, which uses a
water filling approach to allocate bits to the highest peaks in the
SNR, to stop allocating bits once there are a sufficient number of
bits allocated to a given Bark band.

4. HUFFMAN ENCODING

In bandwidth-limited or storage limited applications, a low data
rate is desirable for the encoding and decoding of audio files. One
popular method of reducing the data rate without compromising
audio quality is entropy encoding. Entropy encoding takes advan-
tage of the uneven distribution of mantissa values to reduce the
number of bits needed to code the most common mantissa val-
ues. The entropy encoding method used for the coder was Huff-
man coding. The Huffman coding feature utilized encoding and
decoding tables based on binary trees built from the probability
distribution of the unsigned mantissa values.
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4.1. Design

Due to the limited bit budget used to encode each block of data
and pass the decoding tables, the coder utilized 16 static Huffman
encoding and decoding tables. Each of the 16 static encoding ta-
bles was built through the distribution of unsigned mantissa values
from audio files, encompassing diverse music genres, voice and in-
strument files from the SQAM disk, and ambient noise (e.g. nature
and traffic). Each of the static encoding tables covered absolute
mantissa code values from 0 to 2047, supporting 12 bit mantis-
sas, which include the sign-bit. The table size was limited due
to the fact that each possible mantissa value needed to be coded.
For this reason, the coder itself limited the maximum mantissa bit
allocation to 12 from 16 in the baseline version. In testing the cas-
tanets SQAM disk file, there was no noticeable difference in sound
quality between the two different mantissa bit allocation limits. In
general, even with waterfilling, scale factor bands rarely receive
more than 10 bits for the 128 kbps coder. For the 16-bit maximum
mantissa size case, there was a very small percentage of absolute
mantissa values that exceeded 1023 (see Figure 8). This suggested
that using Huffman tables based on 11-bit mantissa values could
have still been feasible, with the help of escape codes (codes for
values that are larger than what the table can support).

Having set the table size, the possibility of a sample block hav-
ing an unsigned mantissa value that was not present in a Huffman
table had to accounted for. This problem was important to solve
since the decoder assumes that each mantissa value in the incom-
ing bitstream is a Huffman code. The solution to this was Laplace
smoothing, which is performed on the distribution of unsigned
mantissa values for each of the 16 training audio files. Laplace
smoothing is adding a pseudocount to any value that was not present
in the training file. This has the effect of ensuring that there is
no mantissa value that has zero probability, and therefore ensur-
ing that it will be included in the Huffman tree and tables pro-
duced. Given that there were 2048 possible unsigned mantissa
values, and thousands of total mantissa values in an entire song,
Laplace smoothing had a negligible effect on the probabilities for
the castanets training file. More importantly, Laplace smoothing
had no effect on the number of bits in the Huffman codes of the
top 5 most probable mantissa values. (See Figures 9 and 10). A fi-
nal noteworthy observation of the training data throughout various
files is that most common mantissa values were values between
0-10, in ascending order.

4.2. Implementation

The Huffman tables built from the training audio files were stored
in a Python pickle file (.pkl). This file was loaded in the pac-
file.py module. Before data was passed into the huffman.py mod-
ule to be coded, the sign bit was stripped from each mantissa value
and stored separately. Within the huffman.py module, a channel
of data was Huffman coded through by each of the 16 static ta-
bles, from which point, the table that led to the smallest number
of Huffman code bits was chosen. The table choice was written
into the bitstream. Each channel for a block of data was written to
the bit stream in the following format:

{
other header data

}{
table

chosen
}{

pre-huffman bit allocation for a scale factor band
}{

sign
bit

}{
huffman code

}{
sign bit

}{
huffman code

}
...etc. For reading

the coded data for the decoding process, only one bit could be read
at a time for a given scale factor band, since the mantissa codes
had a variable number of bits. Between reading one bit at a time in

the decoding stage and running the Huffman encoding routine 17
times to best encode each channel of a sample block, the overall
coder ran noticeably slower than the baseline version. Although
for this project, speed was not a priority.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Block switching had a huge impact on the perceived quality of
the coded samples by drastically reducing the amount of pre-echo
present on transients. As a result of the reduced block size and
the fact that at least three shorter windows are always used con-
secutively over transients, there is sometimes a small amount of
frequency quantization distortion audible during a transient. Fu-
ture work would focus on finding ways to minimize the number of
short windows needed to effectively capture a transient in order to
alleviate this problem.

As it turns out, stereo encoding is very challenging. A signifi-
cant number of bits need to be allocated to mask binaural artifacts
that can be heard when the Left and Right signals are separated
into Mid and Side signals. The literature is not very comprehen-
sive or clear on the best way to implement stereo encoding making
the task that much more difficult.

While testing the coder that only contained the Huffman cod-
ing feature, the output .pac files ranged from 80-85% the size of
the .pac files that came from the baseline. However, after integrat-
ing the Huffman coding feature with the stereo coding and block-
switching features, the output .pac files ranged from 90-95% the
size of the .pac files that came from the baseline. This loss in com-
pression can be attributed to the extra header bits allocated to indi-
cate block switching and which scale factor bands had M/S coding.
The Huffman feature can only reduce the number of mantissa bits,
and was therefore, limited by the extra housekeeping data. Nev-
ertheless, the tradeoff was necessary for a better sounding coder
than the baseline. For future iterations, a larger more complex set
of Huffman tables could be used, constructed based on scale fac-
tor band and number of mantissa bits. For smaller huffman tables,
implementing escape codes would be necessary. When the bit sav-
ings sufficiently improve, the bits saved for a block of data would
be fed back through the bit allocation routine and used to more
precisely quantize the MDCT lines, reducing quantization noise
and improving sound quality.

Overall, this project has provided us deep insight on how to
design and implement quality perceptual audio coders, given the
ever-present limitations on data rate.
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(a) Castanets

(b) German Male

(c) Glockenspiel

(d) Harpsichord

Figure 1: Transient detection for serval SQAM samples.

(a) Long (b) Short

(c) Start (d) Stop

Figure 2: Block switching windows

Figure 3: Window switching
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(a) Typical window switching sequence with single
transient block

(b) Window switching sequence with consecutive
transient blocks

(c) Window switching sequence with alternating
transient blocks

Figure 4: Block switching sequence

Figure 5: Left and Right MDCT vs Mid and Side MDCT

Figure 6: Left and Right SMR, Mid and Side SMR, and composite
SMR

Figure 7: Masking Level Difference
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Figure 8: Unsigned Value Mantissa Distribution, MaxMatBits =
16 for castanets.wav

Figure 9: Top 5 Unsigned Mantissa Values, No Laplace Smoothing
for castanets.wav

Figure 10: Top 5 Unsigned Mantissa Values, Laplace Smoothing
for castanets.wav
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